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Part I. Designs for Needle Exchange Programs (NEPs)

• Injection drug users (IDUs) are at high risk of HIV
(e.g., De Jarlais and Friedman, 1988).

• NEPs: sites where IDUs can exchange used for clean needle.
(e.g., Vlahov et al. 1991; Bastos and Strathdee, 2000).

• Controversy – do NEPs help reduce HIV ?
(e.g., Bruneau, Franco, and Lamothe, 1997).

Goal: better evaluate and better design NEP’s impact on HIV incidence.



Outline

1. Data typical from a NEP design

2. Evaluation given design: standard methods

3. Evaluation given design: principal stratification methods

4. Results given design

5. Implications : better designs



Section 1. Data from Baltimore NEP
(Vlahov et al., 1991; 1997; Strathdee et al., 1998)

Subject i, semester t = 1, ..., 12.

• baseline HIV risk factors (e.g., injection behaviors).

• Eobs
i,t : does subject exchanges at NEP.

• Y obs
i,t : 1 if subject gets HIV+ at t.

• Cobs
i,t : 1 if subject gets censored at t.



Section 1. Data from Baltimore NEP
(Vlahov et al., 1991; 1997; Strathdee et al., 1998)

Subject i, semester t = 1, ..., 12.

• baseline HIV risk factors (e.g., injection behaviors).

• Eobs
i,t : does subject exchanges at NEP.

• Y obs
i,t : 1 if subject gets HIV+ at t.

• Cobs
i,t : 1 if subject gets censored at t.

Overall:
– Average follow-up: 9 semesters.
– HIV+ incidence: 5/1000 person-semester follow-ups.
– Exchange: 14% person-semester follow-ups.



Section 2. Standard evaluation of exchange on HIV.

• Compares HIV on observed:
exchangers vs. nonexchangers

• Assumes exchangers are at same risk for HIV
as nonexchangers.

Problems:

• Exchange is not controlled, but selected by injection users;

• Exchangers are likely at higher unrecorded risk from nonexchangers
.

Best addressed with a good design + analysis



Section 3. Evaluation using distance and “Principal Stratification”.

Design strategy.

• Key Idea: the location (distance) of vans from subjects was controlled by
NEP staff, so not subject to selection by injection users.

• If distance affects both: (i) exchanging at NEP; and (ii) length of follow-
up, then we can use distance to estimate effect of program.
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(3 continued)Implications of Design

Analysis strategy

• compare HIV between far and close to NEP; but

• attribute effect of distance to exchange.

• previous use of distance in other settings: Card (1986), McClellan et al.
(1994) as instrumental variable.

• not applicable here, because of multiple factors combined
Frangakis and Rubin 1999, Biometrika

• Principal stratification is methodology to analyse this design.
Frangakis and Rubin, 2002, Biometrics



(3 continued) What are “principal strata” ?

• If for the same subject, i, at semester t, NEP is placed at:

distance d, then Exchange at NEP is HIV status is Censoring is
d = 1 Ei,t(1) Yi,t(1) Ci,t(1)

d = 2 Ei,t(2) Yi,t(2) Ci,t(2)

... ... ... ...
d = dmax Ei,t(dmax) Yi,t(dmax) Ci,t(dmax)

• Distance of NEP from subject: Dobs
i,t

• Standard stratum: observed exchange Eobs
i,t = Ei,t(D

obs
i,t ).

• Principal stratum (Si := (Ei(1), ..., Ei(dmax))) is:
the closest distance to place the NEP beyond which that subject would not
exchange at the NEP.



(3 continued) Why are principal strata important ?

under more plausible assumptions,

Principal Stratification allows:

• better definition of the effect of NEP on HIV:
the comparison of HIV between far versus close distance, within a principal
stratum is an experimental comparison of exchanging versus not exchang-
ing needles

• Better estimation of the effect of NEP on HIV



Section 4. Results

Relative risk of getting HIV when Exchanging versus when not Exchanging

Estimand Median 95% CI
using principal stratification
on distance from NEP 0.1 (0.0, 0.9)

using standard
regressing on exchange 0.7 (0.3, 1.8)

based on Frangakis et al., JASA 2004,

Li and Frangakis (Biometrics, to appear)



Section 5. Implications: better designs



Section 5.1 Criteria for valuing a design
Note: a “design” is a selection of locations for the NEP sites:

z = {z1, ..., zns}
Note: Design z induces a distance Di = di(z) of each person i from the

closest site



Section 5.1 Criteria for valuing a design
Note: a “design” is a selection of locations for the NEP sites:

z = {z1, ..., zns}
Note: Design z induces a distance Di = di(z) of each person i from the

closest site

Criteria for valuing a design z:

1. Benefit to participants of this NEP design versus no NEP at all:

Benefit(z) = E {Yi(d = dmax)} − E {Yi(d = di(z))} , (1)

2. Accuracy to evaluate efficacy of the NEP:

Efficacy = E {Yi(dmax) − Yi(1) | Ei(dmax) = 0 and Ei(1) = 1} (2)



Section 5.2 Assumptions that allow estimation of the criteria

Ignorability of NEP placement. Persons who live close vs. far from the
NEP have comparable potential outcomes and principal strata.

Expected to be better than ignorability of usage of the NEP if: the rule for
NEP placement is known, and if we condition on variables used in that rule
and that cluster in neighbourhoods.

Latent ignorability of missing outcomes. For distance d, potential out-
comes Yi(d) are independent of missingness Mi(d) after, but not neces-
sarily before, conditioning on the observed covariates Xi and the possibly
unobserved strata Ui.

Compound exclusion. If for a subject i, distances d and d′ result in the
same exchange behavior, i.e., Ei(d) = Ei(d

′), then they result in the same
outcomes and missingness behavior, i.e., Yi(d) = Yi(d

′) and Mi(d) = Mi(d
′).

Expected to be better than ignorability without conditioning on the principal
strata



Section 5.3 Estimating the criteria using pilot data and models

Models important to smooth across distances and covariates. For principal
strata Si, we consider the models:

l(S)(s, x, β (S)) := pr(Si = s|Xi = x, β (S)), and

l(Y)(s, d, y, x, β (Y)) := pr(Yi(d) = y | Si = s,Xi = x, β (Y))

l(M)(s, d, y, x, β (M)) := pr(Mi(d) = m | Si = s, Xi = x, β (M))

Then, we can use data on a pilot design zpilot to estimate the criteria of any
other design z.



For example:

1. Estimate the parameters from the likelihood of pilot data, say βpilot.

2. Then, find the benefit and accuracy of the proposed new design z as
functions of the pilot estimates βpilot, as follows:

Benefit (βpilot, z) =

1

N

∑
i

∑
s

l(S)(s, Xi, β
(S)
pilot)

{
l(Y)(s, d = dmax, y = 1, Xi, β

(Y)
pilot) − l(Y)(s, d = di(z), y = 1, Xi, β

(Y)
pilot)

}
.

Accuracy for estimating Efficacy (βpilot, z) =

1/var {Efficacy (MLE of β based on proposed design z | β = βpilot)}



Designs of large benefit: what do we expect ?

contours of density
of IDUs, and
covariates

NEP placements
(vans)

Contours of benefit
from NEP (high)

poor ability
to evaluate

design A

contours of density
of IDUs, and
covariates

NEP placements
(vans)

Contours of benefit
from NEP (low)

good ability
to evaluate

design B
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More generally, we can find the design zbenefit that maximizes the benefit:

Benefit(βpilot, zbenefit) = maxz Benefit(βpilot, z)



Designs of good accuracy: what do we expect ?

Note: we wish the design to be able to re-evaluate the NEP : trend of
epidemic and behaviours may change the NEP’s properties.

Note: designs that just maximize the (estimated) benefit do not generally
give good ability to re-evaluate the NEP.
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More generally, we can find the design za−b that maximizes the benefit for
a required accuracy:

Benefit(βpilot, za−b) = maxz∗ Benefit(βpilot, z
∗)

over designs z∗ with Accuracy(βpilot, z
∗) = requirement



Part II. Designs for finding disease genes
using covariates with genetic determinants

• Design often used to find a gene for a disease Y = 1: affected sibling
pairs (ASP).
Idea: sibs with similar disease status must have similar DNA in loci close
to gene (e.g., Penrose, 1935).

• To better understand pathways, methods now also use covariates X

(e.g., Schaid, 2003)

• We show that if covariates have genetic determinants, then
– standard method are generally inappropriate for their goal;
– better methods can be developed



Outline

1. Set framework using potential outcomes/principal strata

2. Standard methods – complications

3. Proposed methods



Section 1. Framework
For particular genotype of parents, denote the following

unit (i): product of a possible mating of the parents that includes the de-
scription (formation) of all the resulting DNA except the DNA at three par-
ticular loci, which we denote by lG, lZ and lM

“covariate” Xi(g, z,m): potential “covariate” value (e.g., alcohol drinking by
age 30), when unit i is attached to genotypes g, z,m.

“disease” Yi(g, z,m): potential disease status (e.g., glaucoma at age 40),
when i is attached to genotypes g, z,m.



locus for m is marker we measure, non-functional: Yi(g, z,m) = Yi(g, z) and
Xi(g, z, m) = Xi(g, z).

locus for z (not g): a genetic determinant of the covariate X, in the sense
that Xi(g, z) = Xi(z) (e.g., for alcohol)

So, locus for g: affects Y in pathway other than through X.

Goals.Learn about: (a) the locus of the gene g that affects the main trait in
pathways other than through X, and (b) the degree of this effect.



Genotypes
controllable by
meiosis+fertilization

i

unit  (i)
      alleles

z m: marker g

Partially controlled
factors X ( z )

i
Y ( g, z )(in the sense of assumption 2)



Assumptions
(A.1). The potential outcomes {Xi(z), Yi(g, z)} are independent of the
genotypes (Gi, Zi, Mi).

(A.2). If gene z does not affect the covariate of a unit, then it does not
affect the disease, that is, if Xi(z) = Xi(z

′) then Yi(g, z) = Yi(g, z′).

(A.3). The potential Yi(g, z) for disease for fixed genotypes g, z has the
same distribution among people with {i : Xi(z) = x} as it has among people
with {i : Xi(z) = Xi(z

′) = x, for all z′}.

(A.4). The loci for z and g are not close to each other given marker data,
in the sense that Zi and Gi are independent given Mi.



Simplified goal
Under the above:

pr(Yi,Xi, Gi,Mi) = pr(Yi | Gi,Xi) pr(Xi | Mi) pr(Gi, Mi)

Goal: examine if gene g is close to studied marker m.

H0 : pr(Gi, Mi) = pr(Gi)pr(Mi).



Section 2. Standard methods with covariates and affected sib pairs
Measure genetic similarity by IBD



Measure of genetic similarity:
IBD= number of alleles the two siblings share identical by descent.
IBD can be 0,1, or 2. For example:

For two random siblings, pr(IBD = k) = fk = 1
4,

1
2,

1
4, for , k = 0, 1, 2.

Risch (1990)



Section 2. Standard methods with covariates and affected sib pairs
Measure genetic similarity by IBD

1. Model

pr(Y2 = 1|IBD = k, Y1 = 1, X∗)
pr(Y2 = 1|X∗)

= exp(β ′
k + δ′kX

∗), (3)

2. Assume H0 means

H∗
0 : βk = 0 and δk = 0, for all k,

where β0 = 0, βk = β′
k − β′

0 and δ0 = 0, δk = δ′k − δ′0.

3. Estimate β, δ by the maximizers β̂, δ̂ of the likelihood ratio

LR(β, δ) =

∑
k=0,1,2 eβk+δkX

∗
f̂k∑

k=0,1,2 eβk+δkX
∗fk

,

(e.g., Olson 1999; Goddard 2001; Schaid 2003, SAGE, 2003)



Complications.
Implicit assumption: the conditional distribution of IBD given covariates X∗,
pr(IBD = k|X∗), equals the unconditional distribution pr(IBD = k) which is
fk = (1/4, 1/2, 1/4), k = 0, 1, 2.

Not true if the studied marker (among many) comes close to genetic deter-
minant z of the covariate.

Possibility of this violation expressed earlier in the literature (e.g., Green-
wood and Bull, 1999; Schaid et al., 2003), but those works express such
violation has essentially no consequences in analyses. The above ap-
proach is now widely implemented (SAGE, 2003)

However: validity of such analyses has not been explicitly shown



Section 3. Proposed design and methods.
Result. Suppose model (3) holds and the null hypotheses of no linkage H0

and H∗
0 are true. Then:

(a) the MLEs β̂k and δ̂k (for k = 1, 2) from the product of independent terms
will generally converge to non-zero values.

(b) the family data have testable implications of the null hypothesis H0.

Implication of (a). Loci identified by the standard approach as linked to the
disease trait conditionally on the covariate, can, in reality, be linked only to
the covariate and can have no linkage to the disease.



(Proposed design and methods, continued)
Implications of H0 testable from family data

pr(Y |M, X) = pr(Y |X).

X Y IBD=0 IBD=1 IBD=2

(0, 0) p0,00 p1,00 p2,00

(X1, X2) (0, 1) p0,01 p1,01 p2,01

(1, 0) p0,10 p1,10 p2,10

(1, 1) p0,11 p1,11 p2,11

Row probabilities under the null must all be the same.

Compare rows of concordant to those of discordant pairs.



(Proposed design and methods, continued)
In practice:

– Address sparsity of data

– Estimate distance of marker from gene g by placing
model under alternatives to H0.



Remarks:

Principal stratification in partially controlled studies: ability to

• better evaluate treatments/factors (given a design)

• develop better designs


